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This Office has completed its review of the above-referenced procurement conducted by 
the New York State Office of Mental Health ("OMH'") and the Appeal filed by The Answer 
Group ("Answer Group'") of the protest decision issued by Piigrim Psychiatric Center 
("Pilgrim'") with respect thereto. As outlined in further"<ietail below, we have determined that 
the ground advanced by the Protestor is without sufficient merit to overturn the contract award 
by OMH. We, therefore, hereby deny the Appeal and are today approving the OMH contract 
with Magnum Vending Enterprises. LLC ("Magnum"). 

BACKGROUND 

On January 30, 2013, Pilgrim issued an Invitation for Bid ("IFB") for vending machine 
services at the Pilgrim Psychiatric Center and Sagamore CPC. The IFB provided that the 
contract would be awarded to the responsive bidder offering the highest commission rate (JFB at 
pg. 2). Two bids were received and opened on March 5. 2013 -one from Answer Group 
offering a commission rate of 30.5% and one from Magnum with a commission rate of 36%. 
Pilgrim awarded the contract to Magnum as the responsive bidder that submitted the highest 
commission rate. 

By letter dated March 29. 2013. Answer Group protested Pilgrim's decision to award the 
contract to Magnum. By letter dated April 8. 2013. Pilgrim denied the protest and by letter dated 
April 17. 2013. Answer Group appealed Pilgrim·s protest decision to this Office. In its AppeaL 
Answer Group argues that the evaluation of the bids should not have been based on 
cost/commission rate alone but rather should have been based on a best value methodology that 
took into consideration cost and technical merit. As such. Answer Group assens that Pilgrim 
should re-evaluate the bids utilizing a best value methodology. 



Procedures and Comptroller's Authoritv 

Under Section 112(3} of the State Finance Law ("SFL"}. before any contract wherein the 
state agrees to give a consideration other than the payment of money. when the reasonably 
estimated valne of such consideration exceeds ten thousand dollars ($10.000) in amount. 
becomes effective it must be approved by the Comptroller. 1 

In carrying out the aforementioned responsibilities prescribed by SFL § 112, this Office 
has issued Contract Award Protest Procedures that govern the process to be used when an 
interested party challenges a contract award by a state agency 2 These procedures govern initial 
protests to this Office of agency contract awards and contract awards made by this Office and 
appeals of agency protest determinations. Since this is an Appeal of Pilgrim's protest 
detem1ination. the Appeal is governed by Section 4 of the Contract Award Protest Procedures. 

ln the determination of this Appeal, this Office considered: 

1. The documentation contained in the procurement record forwarded to this Office by 
Pilgrim with the Pilgrim/Magnum contract; 

2. The correspondence between this Office and Pilgrim arising out of our review of the 
proposed Pilgrim/Magnum contract and 

3. The following correspondence/submissions from the parties (including the attachments 
thereto): 

a. Answer Group's Protest to Pilgrim. dated March 29. 2013; 
b. Pilgrim's Protest Determination, dated April 8. 2013; 
c. Answer Group's Appeal to OSC, dated April I 7, 2013; and 
d. Magnum's Response to the AppeaL dated May 9. 2013. 

DISCUSSION 

In the Appeal. Answer Group asserts that the evaluation methodology utilized by Pilgtim 
was flawed because it was based solely on the evaluation of price. specifically on commission 
rate alone. Answer Group argues that other factors relating to technical merit should have been 
considered and a best value evaluation conducted. Answer Group argues that Pilgrim should 
have required bidders to submit information evidencing that the vending technology used would 
provide transparent and accurate revenue tracking and reporting documentation because vending 
technology varies greatly among contractors. Answer Group fi.uther argues that without the 
proper software in place to ensure accountability, the State does not have the ability to verify that 
it is receiving the actual commission contracted for. Additionally, Answer Group argues that 
bidders should have been required to provide information confirming that the technology it 

'SFL ~112(3). 
2 State Financial System Guide to Financial Operations Chapter XJ Section 17. 



would be using is in fact compatible with current MDB and DEX standards as required by the 
IFB. 

While Pilgrim did not submit an answer to this Office responding to the Appeal filed by 
Answer Group. Pilgrim did respond to the allegations contained in the initial protest filed by 
Answer Group. The initial protest contains virtually the same arguments raised by Answer 
Group in its Appeal. In its response to the initial protest, Pilgrim contends that the !FB clearly 
indicated the technical requirements to be met by a bidder in order to be a responsive bidder and. 
therefore. awarding on the basis of cost/commission rate as the only factor to be evaluated was 
appropriate. 

The winning bidder. Magnum, did submit an answer to the Appeal. In its answer. 
Magnum asserts that it its machines satisfy the specifications set forth in the bid specifications. 
Magnum further asserts that: 

All vending machines have tamper proof. technological components that ensure 
vending accou.rttability. Although advances in technology seem impressive on 
paper. there is 1 00% no fact to support that they "add additional accountability''. 
Certainly bells and whistles make a nice appearance but they are definitely no 
more accurate than simple Math. 

Analvsis 

Preliminary. we note that since the contract before us is a revenue contract. rather than a 
purchase contract (i.e. a contract where the State is paying for goods or services). it is the 
position of this Office that the letting of such a contract is not subject to the procedural 
requirements of SFL § 163 3 However.. in carrying out the Comptrolier's statutory role of 
approving State contracts. this Office requires that revenue contracts (where the reasonably 
estimated value of the consideration given by the State exceeds $1 0,000) be awarded after a fair. 
reasonable and impartial competitive process. This Office is satisfied that the process utilized by 
Pilgrim was a fair. reasonable and impartial competitive process, and. therefore. we will not 
overturn the award to the high bidder Magnum. 

Furthennore. for the reasons outlined below, we are satisfied that, even if the provisions 
of SFL § 163 were applicable to this procurement, and the procurement was considered a contract 
for services (that are required to be awarded on the basis of best value). Pilgrim would have been 
justified in awarding this contract solely on the basis of the price/commission rate. 

The JFB issued by Pilgrim clearly set forth the technical requirements that a bidder had to 
satisfy to be considered "responsive" and clearly stated that the contract award would be made to 
the responsive bidder offering the highest commission rate. The leading case interpreting the 

3 See. e.£. Allen Group r. Adduci. 123 A.D.2d 91 (3d Dept. 1987). SF 20120274 and SF 20020062. As noted in SF-
20 120274, however. there is an earlier decision by the Court of Appeals, in Signa con Controls v. A1ulrqr. 32 N.Y .2d 
410 (1973). where the Com1· seemed to suggest that contracts by municipalities that wii! result in purchases by 
members of the general publlc could be. considered purchase contracts subject to General Municipal Law ~ 103. the 
bidding statute applicable to municipalities. 

.) 



provisions of SFL §163 with respect to best value awards is Transactive Corporation v. New 
York State Department of Social Services, 236 A.D.2d 48 (1997); aff d on other gmds, 92 
N.Y.2d 579 (1998). In Transactive, the Appellate Division. Third Department, reviewed a 
procurement of a complex electronic benefit transfer system. The procuring agency awarded the 
contract using a competitive range methodology whereby the cost proposals of all responsive 
proposers were first evaluated and scored and technical scores only considered for those 
proposers offering a cost proposal that fell within l 0% of the lowest cost proposal. Since no 
other responsive proposer submitted a cost proposal that feU within l 0% of that of the lowest 
cost proposaL the award was ultimately made without considering the technical scores. One of 
the grounds asserted in the challenge of the award was that this methodology did not constitute a 
best value award as required by SFL § 163. The Appellate Division rejected this argument as 
well as the other arguments made by the challenger and upheld the contract award. 4 With 
respect to the method of award of a service contract, the Court stated: 

In awarding a contract for services, a State agency generally cannot rely solely 
on price as the determinative factor but must engage in a cost-benefit analysis 
since State Finance Law § 163(1 0) provides that such a contract must be 
av;arded on the basis of best value ... ''5 (emphasis supplied). 

The Court noted, however, that the agency issued an RFP with extensive technical 
requirements and established criteria for the evaluation of both the technical and cost proposals. 
The Court found that the use of a competitive range was permissible since the agency had 
engaged in the requisite cost-benefit analysis, stating that: 

such procedure embodies a cost-benefit analysis as it reflects a determination that 
where a price proposed by a responsive and responsible bidder is lower than a 
price offered by another bidder by a stated percentage. any increase in value 
embodied in the higher price will be offset by the cost savings of the lower priced 
proposal. 6 

Accordingly, what is required by SFL § 163 is that an agency undertake a cost-benefit 
analysis in determining best value. This Office, in applying the rationale in Transactive. and 
consistent with the Procurement Guidelines issued by the New York State Procurement CounciL 7 

has concluded that there are certain circumstances where cost alone may be used as the basis for 
an award on a best value basis. Specifically, in prior protest determinations. this Office has 
indicated that an award based solely upon cost in a best value procurement can be _justified only 
where quality and efficiency requirements are sufficiently defined by the agency in the 
specifications to assure that, quality and efficiency variations between responsive and 

4 The procurement under review in that case had been th(;~ subject of a bid protest to this Office. and we had rejected 
the protest and approved the contract (SF-19960095). The coun decision thus ratified the detennination of this 
Off1ce. 
;; Transactive 236 A.D.2d 48, 53. 
6 Transactive 236 A.D.:2d 48. 53-)4. 
-:The Procurement Guidelines provide that "[ fjor certain service and technology procurements. however. best value
can be equated to lov..r price." (Section V-BJ. 

4 



responsible offerers are not reasonably expected to have any significant financiaL health or 
safety consequences to the State8 

Here. we are satisfied that there is little potential for meaningful varmnons between 
responsive bidders. The provision of vending machine services requested under the RFP is a 
fairly routine activity. In its May 9. 2013 letter, Magnum confirmed that all of its '·vending 
machines have tamper proof. technological components that ensure vending accountability·· 
Furthem1ore, as noted. Pilgrim did impose, in Appendix D. technical requirements it deemed 
necessary for the performance of this contract that bidders were required to meet. Specifically. 
Appendix D of the bid soiicitation issued by Pilgrim provided that: 

All machines installed must have a cash accountability system installed for 
accurate reading of all transaction which will enable the CONTRACTOR to 
accurately detem1ine monthly revenue payments. . . . All equipment must be 
compatible with current MDB and DEX standards and should be able to suppon 
the installation of cashless debit card devices that meet these standards .... All 
vending machines are to be equipped with sealed registers. Any exceptions to 
n1etered machines n1ust be approved by the facility. 

This Office finds the above technical requirements are sufficient to ensure that a proper 
accounting of revenue is made and that the State will receive the commissions it is entitled to 
receive under the winning bidder's proposal and the contract. Therefore, we are satisfied that 
even if this procurement were deemed a contract for services subject to the best value 
requirements of SFL § 163, the agency properly equated price to best value. 

Pilgrim determined that Magnum met the above technical requirements and offered the 
highest commission rate. Accordingly. Pilgrim properly awarded the contract to Magnum. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons outlined above, we find that the issues raised in the Appeal are not of 
sufficient merit to overturn the protest determination of Pilgrim. As a result. the Appeal is 
denied and we are today approving the Pilgrim/Magnum contract. 

8 SF-20020035. In another protest (SF-20010084). however. we concluded that it was not appropriate to award the 
contract solely on the basis of cost because. in that case, quality and efficiency requirements had not been fully 
defined in the specifications. in that case since the procurement was for the complex operation of the Bedford HiUs 
wastewater treatment plant. a Hudson Rlver tributary which feeds the Croton Reservoir System in Westchester 
County and. therefOre. quality and efficlency could potentially have dire financiaL health. and safety consequences 
to the People of the State of New York. it was clear that the award of the contract on the basis of cost alone did not 
reflect the cost-benefit analysis required by SFL §163. 
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